
Rumour Mill was composed as a musical impression of Norman Rockwell’s painting The Gossip.  In this 

work I portray the spirit of a musical “rumour mill.”  Rockwell’s picture (Fig. 1) from a 1948 Saturday 

Evening Post cover features a rumor moving through a town, finally arriving back to the victim of the 

gossip. This composition was supported by a Non-Instructional Assignment by the Office of the Provost 

at Middle Tennessee State University and the members of the Tennessee Jazz Collective. 
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After an introductory “whispering” of a skeletal version of the main theme, the ensemble plays the full 

AABA tune, which is passed around the ensemble, as improvisors transform it (gossip) into something 

unrecognizable.  Free improvisation techniques are used as well as the ensembles’ variation techniques, 

which culminate at a point where the band members call each other on their cell phones.  During the 

confusion, solo piano continues, oblivious to the proceedings.  Saxophonists Miguel Alvarado and Kyle 

Etges, trombonist Desmond Ng, trumpeter Mark Morgan, vibraphonist Brian Mueller, and pianist Matt 

Endahl are all soloists in the free jazz tradition in four different spots in the piece, sandwiched with 

unpredictable ensemble episodes that lead to a final return of the AABA melody.  All of the interludes 

and ending recapitulation are materials derived from the original melody, attempting to keep the nature 

of the original rumor balanced with new embellishments of what may or may not be the truth.   

 



Introduction (Ms. 1 – 50) 

The composition starts with a playing of the salient features of the bop-like main theme.  Inspiration for 

this intro statement comes from Jim McNeely’s arrangement of Bud Powell’s The Fruit, where we only 

hear the whole of the melody until well into the arrangement.     

Exposition (Ms. 50 – 97) 

The AABA construction is a neo-boppish melody which has 1) similarities in the first 5 measures and, 2) 

minor differences in each A section that are used as source material for the development section after 

all of the soloists.  Notice the minor differences in the melodic material during the last 2 measures of 

each A section.   Each interlude uses more of the A section phrase as source material.  During each 

“free-bop duo” section, the ensemble plays the melody, conducted freely, behind the soloists. 
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In rehearsals, improvisers were encourage to work these motives into their solos, keeping  in mind the 
spreading of a rumor! 
 
 



 
 
 
The B section approximates the bridge to rhythm changes, utilizing slash chord harmonies, finally 
working back to a V7(#11).  This harmonic vamp will be used as the departure point for the free piano 
solo (m. 260) as the rest of the ensemble leaves the stage (Fig. 5): 
 
Figure 5 
 

 

Solo Sections and Interludes (97 – 270) 

Free improvisation duo #1 is for unspecified instruments.  On the Tennessee Jazz Collective recording it 

is played by tenor 2 and trombone 2, and the background is a freely conducted version of the A section 

melody, performed by the horns.   

Interlude #1 (Ms. 105) 

Interlude 1 is a short episode using the first measure of the Bb melody in pointillist imitation in 

saxophones.  Below it (Fig. 6) a trombone section ground bassline augmenting the motive occurs in the 

key of E major.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Figure 6 

 

All of this confusion leads to a concerted rhythm statement of measure 2 scored in a 10-pitch cluster at 

measure 120. 

Free improvisation duo #2 happens with the vibes and piano, and the background is a freely conducted 

version of the second A section melody, performed by the horns.   

Interlude #2 (Ms. 125) 

This leads to a subito p interlude of a minimalist imitative statement of measures 3,4, and 5 of the 

melody (Fig. 7).  The nature of these three measures gives a biting effect of occurrence of both the 

major and minor thirds, as the lick moves up by whole steps : 

 

 

 

 

 



Figure 7 

 

This second interlude leads to another declamatory solo send-off (Fig. 8), this time based on ms. 6,8 and 

9 of the first A section melody.  Notice that two perfect 5ths a half step apart lead to a strong unison 

figure, and a long major 2nd of an E natural and F sharp; both pitches are purposely chosen to make the 

implied key of B flat amibiguous.  By this point the solo interludes have used material from the entire 

first A section melody. 

Figure 8 

 

Free improvisation duo #3 features baritone saxophone and 3rd trumpet, which leads to the longest and 

last interlude.  The backgrounds are a freely conducted version of the last A of the melody.   

Interlude #3 (Ms. 156)  

From measure 167 to 183, free 2 part chromatic lines are created in the style of Bartokian counterpoint 

(Fig. 9), continuously rising to the bitonal rhythmic idea at 183 (Fig. 10).   

 

 

 



 

Figure 9 

 

The end of figure 9 is a direct rhythmic development of the end of the second A section melody, a D 

triad, C triad, Bb triad descending figure occurring ms. 163-167 (Fig. 9b) 

Figure 9b 

 

Figure 10 

 



Notice how the top melodic counter closely follows bars 3 – 6 of the A section melody, reverse of Fig. 

9b.  By now the listener has heard backgrounds and interludes derived from all of the A sections. 

Shorter Interludes (Ms. 183 – 228) 

Continuing interlude 3, the interplay between ensemble and the 6 soloists starts to compress into 

trading 4s.  The following buildup of seemingly random episodes (escalation and morphing of the 

gossip!) happens as follows: 

Ms. 188  Solo trombone w/ rhythm section 

Ms. 192 A cluster episode using the major 7th jump found in the last 2 measures of the last A.  

The score is marked “Think Basie plays Lutoslowski!”  Saxes and trombones 

Ms. 196  Solo baritone sax w/ rhythm section 

Ms. 200 Freely composed material for all of the horns only 

Ms. 204  Solo tenor sax w/ rhythm section 

Ms. 208 Rhythm section “creepy clown” episode! 

Ms. 212  Solo vibes w/ rhythm section 

Ms. 216  “Birth of the Cool” style horn episode 

Ms. 220  Solo piano w/ rhythm section 

Ms. 224  Quote of inverted “Fanfare for the Common Man” 

Transition to free piano solo (Ms. 228 – 260) 

The end of this interlude is an even larger (24 measure) set of ascending free chromatic lines moving 

through the whole ensemble to the climax of the full ensemble statement of the original bridge figure of 

Figure 5.  This sets up a vamp which fades into a free piano solo (in the recording played by pianist Matt 

Endahl).  As the vamp fades out the entire ensemble calls each other on cell phones, walking off of the 

stage in conversation with each other, and into the audience.  The rumor has gone viral!  As the pianist 

is winding down the ensemble reappears onstage. 

Development (Ms. 270 – 343) 

After pausing, the pianist plays this repetitive figure (Fig. 11), displaced by 2 beats by vibes and guitar. 

Figure 11 

 



 

The repetitive nature of this section of measure 2 of the melody is joined later by the saxophones, and 

accompanies two reharmonizations of the A section fragments at ms. 281 and 293 (Fig. 12 and 13): 

Figure 12 
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The repetitive melodic fragment continues to build to measure 324, culminating in a series of slash 

chords moving through the cycle of 5ths to a downward cascade to the half time feel (Fig. 14).  The 

cascade and cycling slash chords were hinted at briefly in ms. 183 and 200 in the interlude sections, but 

now play a more substantial role as the phrase is lengthened.   

Figure 14   

 

 

Transition to Recapitulation, and Recapitulation (Ms. 343 – 391) 

Again I used the ascending freely chromatic lines in 3 parts, this time in a half time feel with 

predominant triplets, pulling us into a very “tongue in cheek sounding” stylistically straight-ahead shout 

chorus from 343 to 359.  In an attempt to communicate the quirky nature of a rumor coming home to 

the victim of the gossip, the piece demanded the relaxing of the tempo, and the choosing of a more 

common practice arranging approach.  As a composer I love the approach of writers like Bill Holman, 

Thad Jones, Oliver Nelson, Bob Brookmeyer, and Gil Evans, who are/were able to use elements of older 

styles in a contemporary setting.     

Ms. 359 is a literal restatement of the bridge, now back in the A tempo. 

Ms. 379 literally restates the first 6 measures of the last A section of the original melody, with a simple 

tag to extend the section. 

 

 

 



 

 

Ending (Ms. 391 – End) 

To bring the piece to a surprising close I returned to the technique I used in ms. 105 (Fig. 6) of using the 

slash chord Bb/B in a melodic way (Fig. 15) resulting in tension and confusion that builds as the dynamic 

increases and instruments are added.    

Figure 15   

 

   

The propulsion to the end is intensified harmonically (Fig. 16) as the slash chords move up chromatically 

with a purposefully ambiguous I chord (BMaj7, #11,#9/Bb) used to communicate a final bit of edginess 

as we arrive at the bottom right hand corner of Rockwell’s picture. 

Figure 16  

 

 



 

Melodically the slash chords (Fig. 17) are expressed through three  groupings of instruments (in the 

brass trumpets 1-3 on a B flat triad, trumpet 4 and trombone 1 on a B triad, trombones 2 -4 on a C triad) 

playing syncopated triad figures.  To build the tension even more, the 3 triad approach moves to a 

concerted half-note figure. 

Figure 17 

 

 

A final declamatory unison sets up the penultimate V7(b9) chord, a high energy drum solo, and a 

marcato quarter note I7(b9,#9,13) chord leading to the surprise ending chord in guitar, piano, and vibes.  

With the ambiguous ending harmony we should feel the way we feel when somebody has gossiped 

about us; a mixture of hurt pride, indignation, and disappointment that slowly fades in time.  My 

attempt was to communicate the darker element of what may on the surface look like another “cute” 

Rockwell picture. 

Compositional Goals 

In my initial proposal for a non-instructional assignment (sabbatical) at Middle Tennessee State 

University I had the following goals for composing a full program of works for large jazz ensemble: 

- Works will be contemporary in nature, and reflect diverse influences from multiple styles.    

- An improvisational element will be a part of each piece. 

- It is my hope to explore extended orchestrational elements not common to standard big bands 

such as woodwind doubles, alternate percussion, wordless vocalists, and keyboards.   

- The program will contain a variety of tempos and styles of jazz. 

- I will compose one piece of longer duration (approximately 20 minutes in length), with a more 

extensive form than standard jazz compositions.  

 



  

During the flow of the compositional process in Fall 2018, it became clear that this was my closing piece 

of the program.  It ended up being more of an extended composition than I usually compose, with an 

intricate formal layout, and met the goal of writing a longer piece (it clocks in at 15 minutes).  The piece 

itself uses a variety of styles and both fast and half time tempos.  Beyond these basic goals, the following 

are elements that were successful firsts for me: 

1) Using free solos was an innovation that I had not tried in my large ensemble composition process, as 

well as freely conducted backgrounds.  When the band plays the piece several more times I look forward 

to the evolution of the music into new areas of expression and interplay. 

2) I’m pleased with how I derived much of the developmental musical information from the initial tune, 

but also used free material to tie some of these parts together. 

3) This was the first time that I used a visual image as a source for my compositional process and found 

it stimulating to my musical imagination.  Hopefully more efforts can be made in this direction. 

 

For a PDF score, sound file, and video of the performance go to http://www.jameysimmons.com/tjc        

  

I hope you enjoy Rumour Mill. 

Jamey Simmons 

Normandy, TN 

May 14th, 2019 
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